
WELCOME

by Wolfie Zhao, writing for Coindesk

The Bitcoin network adjusted its difficulty level on July 1 to 15.7842 trillion – down

a mere 0.0033% from the previous level of 15.7847 trillion set June 17. The

percentage change is small enough that it is rounded up to a zero, data from

BTC.com shows.
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Data shows that China’s e-commerce giant leads the way in awarded

blockchain patents, with Chinese and US firms aggressively filing to stake out

protection for their IP.

ALIBABA LEADS BLOCKCHAIN PATENT
RACE

by Benjamin Pirus, writing for Cointelegraph

Rumors recently surfaced of mainstream payment giant PayPal adding crypto

as an option on its platform. Although he had no additional information on

the legitimacy of the rumors, OKCoin COO Jason Lau said digital assets on

PayPal would further crypto adoption.

OKCOIN EXEC SAYS PAYPAL WILL BOOST
CRYPTO ADOPTION, IF RUMORS TRUE

by Ting Peng, writing for
Cointelegraph

Kazakhstan officials

revealed the nation’s

digital currency

development plan to

experts from Russia and

China. According to the

China Ministry of

Commerce, Kazakhstan

plans to double its digital

currency mining

investment by the end of

this year, and continues

to develop its central

bank digital currency.

KAZAKH GOV
PLANS TO
DOUBLE ITS
INVESTMENT IN
DIGITAL
CURRENCY
MINING

by Forkast.News Staff, writing for Decrypt
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WELCOME

by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

The South Korean government will allow the use of blockchain-powered public

certificates beginning in December this year. Existing laws allow for some

public institutions to make limited use of blockchain-powered certificates, but

the new rules will expand their use in the public sector, and will also open them

to the private sector.

SOUTH KOREA OKS BLOCKCHAIN CERTIFICATE
USE IN PUBLIC, PRIVATE SECTORS

by Shawn Du'Mmett, writing for Cryptopolitan

To mine or not to mine crypto? So, what’s the best crypto to mine in 2020? And

according to motivational speakers and online financial “analysts”, there are a

million ways of making money and staying profitable. Crypto and Bitcoin mining

may well be the best option. 

GUIDE: BEST CRYPTO TO MINE IN 2020

Major manufacturer of graphics processing units (GPUs) and computing

hardware Nvidia has filed a motion to dismiss a proposed class-action

lawsuit alleging that the firm misrepresented more $1 billion in sales during

2017 and 2018.

NVIDIA FILES MOTION TO DISMISS $1B CLASS
ACTION OVER CRYPTO GPU SALES

by Momina Khan, writing for The Block

The European Innovation Council (EIC) has awarded 5 million euros ($ 5.6 million)

to six winners competing in the Blockchains for Social Good program. The goal of

the prize was to encourage blockchain initiatives for social and economic

development, according to a statement released by the EIC on Wednesday.

SIX PROJECTS SCORE BLOCKCHAIN
INNOVATION PRIZES IN EC-FUNDED PROGRAM

by Nikolay Beliavskiy,
writing for Coinstelegram

One of the largest

manufacturers of

equipment for mining

Bitcoins, Ebang, plans to

launch an offshore

exchange, which should

double the company’s

revenue by half in 2022,

according to the

company.

MINING GIANT
EBANG
LAUNCHES ITS
OWN EXCHANGE

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

This week's edition of the

HASHR8 podcats discusses

perspectives on how new

crypto lending products are

helping North American

miners free up capital and

expand their facilities. Listen

to the episode here.
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